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Falcone Global Solutions Opens State of the Art Sales and Operations Office in Atlanta 

 

Atlanta, GA- May 22, 2012…Falcone Global Solutions, LLC has recently opened their new state of the art 

office in the financial district of Buckhead (3348 Peachtree Rd. NE, Tower 200, Suite 700). Located in the 

Tower Place complex, this office will service as the Global Sales and Operations Office.  The new office 

allows easy access for their international and domestic clients and carrier partners from the Atlanta 

Hartsfield Airport as well as the northern and eastern Atlanta Metro area. For this reason, Falcone 

Global has strategically located themselves near two Marta High Speed Rail locations in Buckhead and 

Lenox Station.   

 

A world-leader in international freight forwarding and global supply chain solutions, Falcone Global 

Solutions was founded in 2010 by John and Suki Falcone. With over 30 years of combined experience in 

the global transportation industry, they decided to team up and create a business that would personally 

allow them to deliver greater efficiency, control and accountability on all of the products and goods they 

transport around the globe. Falcone has also pioneered a new global transportation technology platform 

called FalcTrak. This industry leading, cutting edge software allows clients to register, receive quotes, 

book shipments, communicate with international customs offices worldwide and receive automated 

invoices for all modes of transportation anywhere in the world.  

 

Much of their growth has been due widely to their outstanding relationships and reputation within the 

global transportation community.  John Falcone, Chief Solutions Officer, says “We partner with world-

class organizations and carrier partners which allow us to deliver 100% error free service with speed and 

reliability.” 

 

Falcone Global Solutions applies a blend of innovative technology, industry experience and proven 

practices to create global transportation solutions tailored for each client’s situation, regardless of 

geography or mode of transportation. With Agent offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Hong Kong 

and Singapore, future expansion plans include strategic offices in the Middle East and Europe.  

 

For more information please visit www.FalconeGlobal.com or call their offices at 1-855-202-6377.  
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